. However, genetic evidence reduced in the early period of the night, whereas mPer1 that cGKs participate in the entrainment mechanism of induction is elevated in cGKII-deficient mice. Additionthe mammalian circadian clock in vivo is still lacking. ally, we show that light induction of cfos and lightHere, we show that disruption of the cGKII gene in dependent phosphorylation of CREB at serine 133 are mice leads to abnormal resetting of the circadian clock. not affected in these animals.
to localize the cGKII gene transcript. We identified cGKII (LD) conditions were 13,688 Ϯ 2,457 (revolutions/day Ϯ SD, n ϭ 10) for wild-type animals and 10,195 Ϯ 2,337 (n ϭ mRNA to be present in the suprachiasmatic nuclei (SCN) of the mouse brain ( Figure 1A ). In the next step, we 10) for cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice. Under dark/dark (DD) conditions, overall activities were 15,873 Ϯ 3,345 (revolutions/day Ϯ tested whether the cGKII protein is present in the brain (without the ventral hypothalamic region containing the SD, n ϭ 9) for wild-type mice and 11,351 Ϯ 1,663 (n ϭ 9) for cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ animals. These results show that the SCN), in the ventral hypothalamic region with SCN, and in the cerebellum. We detected the cGKII protein in the amount of activity was not significantly different between the two genotypes, although cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice have brain, in the hypothalamic region (including SCN), and in the cerebellum of wild-type, but not of cGKII knockout a tendency to be less active and the onset of activity seems to be less precise than in wild-type animals. (cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ ), mice ( Figure 1B) . The presence of the cGKII mRNA and the cGKII protein in the SCN suggested that Taken together, it appears that cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice have no defective circadian clock. This is supported by our findthis protein might be involved in the regulation of the circadian clock. Therefore, we set out to measure wheeling that mPer1 and mPer2 gene expression is identical in wild-type and cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice ( Figures 1G and 1H ). This running activity, which is a good behavioral test for the functionality of the circadian clock [22] . We found that result also indicates that the clock phase is identical in both genotypes. cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice displayed circadian wheel-running activity comparable to wild-type mice (Figures 1C-1F ). In constant darkness conditions (DD), the endogenous period [13]. We asked whether cGKII is involved in mediating mPer1 and mPer2 genes have been implicated to be involved in phase advancing or phase delaying the circalight information to the clock in the SCN. Therefore, we applied light pulses to wild-type and cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice that dian clock, respectively [10, 23]. In particular, it has been shown that the mPer2 gene is significantly induced by were kept under constant darkness conditions and studied the resetting of the circadian rhythm. We found that light at CT14, but not at CT22, whereas mPer1 mRNA expression is inducible throughout the subjective night a light pulse applied at circadian time (CT) 10, which corresponds to subjective day, did neither evoke a [10, 11, 24]. Therefore, we tested whether the light inducibility of these two Per genes is altered in cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice. phase shift of the clock in wild-type nor in cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice (Figures 2A-2C) . A light pulse applied at CT14 resulted At CT14, we observed that light induction of mPer1 transcription is higher in cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice compared to wildin a phase delay of the clock by 83.5 Ϯ 12.0 min (n ϭ 10) in wild-type animals ( Figure 2D Figures 2G-2I) . tion of mPer1 by a light pulse is similar in wild-type and cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice ( Figure 3C ). Induction of mPer2 transcripThese results suggest that cGKII plays a role in the lightmediated signaling pathway that leads to phase delays. tion, however, is very low and is comparable between Figures 1A  and 1B) . The presence of cGKII in the SCN is in line with tions, cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice display a normal circadian rhythm with a period length that is comparable to wild-type the concept that cGMP-dependent signaling cascades play an important role in entrainment of the circadian mice ( Figures 1C-1F) ; this finding indicates that cGMP signaling mediated via cGKII is not required for normal clock [13]. Therefore, we tested cGKII-deficient mice for clock function. This is supported by the finding that mPer1 and mPer2 gene expression is similar between wild-type and cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice ( Figures 1G and 1H) . However, our experiments indicate that the cGKII signaling pathway plays an important role in the resetting mechanism of the circadian clock. A light pulse in the early portion of the night at CT14 elicits strong phase delays of the clock in wild-type animals, whereas, in cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice, such a phase delay is reduced (Figures 2D-2F) . This reduction does not have its roots in an altered phase of the clock in cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice because the expression patterns of mPer1 and mPer2 and the clock period are similar in cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ and wild-type mice (Figures 1C-1H) . Interestingly, phase advances are not altered in cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice compared to wild-type animals ( Figures 2G-2I) . These findings indicate that cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ plays a prominent role in the signaling mechanism that leads to phase delays. This is in contrast to studies placing the cGKs into the signaling pathway for phase advances [28, 29] . The discrepancy, however, might have its roots in experimental differences. First, many studies have been performed in SCN slice cultures. These could display different sensitivity to pharmacological agents compared to SCN in live animals. Second, most of the studies to date ics or absolute amounts of induction. Hence, cGKII apTo investigate target genes of the signaling pathway pears to affect light-induced expression of mPer1 and mediated by cGKII, we performed in situ hybridization mPer2 at CT14 in an opposite manner. experiments. We found that mPer1 gene induction is There is evidence that the signal transduction pathincreased in cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice compared to wild-type aniways responsible for mPer1 and mPer2 gene induction mals when a light pulse was given at CT14 ( Figure 3A) . are different. A mutation in the phosphorylation site of In contrast, light-induced mPer2 gene expression in the CREB at serine 142 has been shown to abolish light-SCN was strongly reduced in cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice ( Figure 3B ). induced mPer1, but not mPer2, expression at CT14 [15]. Moreover, a light pulse applied at CT22 does not alter To investigate whether cGKII acts through CREB to inmPer1 and mPer2 gene expression in cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice duce mPer gene expression, we tested phosphorylation compared to wild-type animals ( Figures 3C and 3D) . The of CREB in cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice. Because a mutation in the strong reduction of mPer2 inducibility at CT14 seems phosphorylation site at serine 142 of CREB does not to be correlated with a reduced ability to delay the phase alter mPer2 gene induction at CT14 [15], this phosphoryof the clock (Figure 2 ). This parallels previous findings lation site is probably not affected in cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice. describing mPer2 mutant mice to be unable to delay Therefore, we tested whether we could detect a differclock phase [23] . In contrast to mPer2 mutant mice, ence between wild-type and cGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice in the phoscGKII Ϫ/Ϫ mice display phase delays. The reason for this phorylation of CREB at serine 133 ( Figures 4A and 4B) . is probably an increase of light-induced mPer1 expresInterestingly, no differences could be observed. These sion at CT14 ( Figure 3A The membranes then were washed in TBST and incubated with sion line for the onsets of activity of 10 days of stable rhythmicity 1:5000 goat anti-rabbit IgG-AP (Dianova) for 1 hr at room temperain DD by using the ClockLab software (Actimetrics). For phase shifts, ture. The membrane was washed repeatedly, and cGKII was deanimals were kept in DD for at least 10 days before the experiment.
tected by using the AP reaction with BCIP/NBT. The endogenous period () was determined by extrapolating a regression line for the onsets of activity of 10 days of stable rhythmicity, and circadian times were calculated for each animal (CT) for Immunohistochemistry Animals were sacrificed by cervical dislocation, and brain slices the following day. Animals were exposed to a 15-min light pulse (400 Lux, see [22, 35] ) at the depicted circadian time points (CT10, were prepared as described for in situ hybridization. Sections were boiled in 0.01 M sodium citrate (pH 6) for 10 min to unmask hidden CT14, or CT22) and were subsequently returned into DD. Phase shifts were determined as the time difference between regression antigen epitopes and were processed for immunohistochemical detection by using the Vectastain Elite ABC system (Vector Laboralines of activity onsets before and after light application. On the first tories) and diaminobenzidine with nickel amplification as chromo- (1990 
